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It is prwed that if X is a sequentially compact Hausdorff space, E a Hausdorff complete 
uniform space, C(X, E) the space of all B-valued continuous functions on X with V un:lformity, 
4’ being the class of all compact subsets of X, and H a closed subset c.f C(.X, E) containing a 
Gauntable union of paecompact subsets of C(X, E) as a dense subset, then H is complete. 
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In ([4], Theorem I) it ns proved that if X is a Hausdorff completely regul%T 
sequentially compact ,opological space, then C(X), the space of al3 real-valued 
ccntinuous functks with compact-open topology is von Neumann complete (a 
l-?ausdorff topological vector space is called von Neumann complete if every closed 
precompact subset of it is complete). In this note we obtain a more general result 
for Cix, E) the space of all E-valued continuous functions on a sequentia’ily 
C-C riT!il ct Hausdorff space X, E being a Hausdorff complete uniform space. 
Throughout this paFez= E will denote a HausdorfF complete uniform space. For a 
Hausdorff topological X, C(X, E) wilt denote the set of all E-valued continuour 
functions on X. Let %Y be the class of all compact subsets of X. C(X, E) with_ % 
uniformity [i, Ch. X, p. 280] is a uniform space which we denote by CJX, IT); fr ‘: 
corresponding topology is the compact-open topology. 
Tborem. Let (X, 9) be a Hausdorff sequentially compact topological space, and H 
a closed subset of C,(X. E) such that there exists an increasing seqwnce [I&) of 
precompact subsets of C(X, dense in H. Then H k con.$ete in 
Cc(Xp E). 
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Proof. We define a topology So on X whose closed subsets are 
{A C X : A fl c’ is S-compact for every S-compact subset C of X). 
It is easily verified,that S and 90 have the same compact subsets? Sg SO, and 90 
is a k-space [2, p. 2481. We write (X, S) = X and (X, 97;) =X0. On &(X0, i?) we 
take the C&-uniformity, % being the class of all compact subsets of X0 and denote 
this uniform space by CJXO, E). CJX, E) is R subspace of C,(X& E) and the 
Aformity of Cc(X, E) is identical urith the one induced by CQ’& I?). Each .E& is a 
pre-compact subset of C=(Xo, E). 
It is easily verified that C&Y& E) is complete and so p, the cllosure of H, in 
Cs(XO, E), is also complete. Also $&, is compact in C,(XO~ E) and u & is dense 
in H. 
To prove the theorem it is enough to prove that I? c c$Y, E). Suppose this is not 
true. This means there exists a net {~a) c X, xa +x in X, ‘3n fo E I?, and a continuous 
semi-me+ric ri on E such that 
d(f&), f&)) a 7, Vcw, for some 7j ) 0. 
Define an equivalence relation S on E, x S y iLII d(x, y 11- e CA (Z3 d), where X = E/S, 
with quotient topology is mcstrizable by d. Let p : E +‘z be the canonical mapping 
and C@, 2) all continuous Z-valued functions on the space fi: I? contains a 
a-compa!zt subset ==I I&. On C( RP Z) we take the topo?ogy of pointwise can- 
vergence. 
ta(x)‘tfb=Q of(x), Qf &a 
Since sequential convergence in X and X0 are identical we see that p(X) is 
sequentially compact in C(I!?, 2) and so is compact [3, Theorem 3.1, p. 5421. By 
taking subnets, if necessary, *we assume that &&p(y), for some y E X, in p(X) 
(note the topology on p(X) is the one induced by the pointwise topology on 
C(I!!, 2)). This means 
63 ofbx)4Q Of(y), Qf E R. 
Q ‘f(X)= V O f(Y), 
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From this it ~0110~s that 
4~ of (x, 13 rp 0 fob 1 and so Cidx, >, fob)) + 0, 
which is a. contradiction. This proves the result. 
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